Covid-19 Mitigation WHPSC 2022
Due to ongoing Covid-19 risks there will be some changes to the 2022 WHPSC. Our
goal is to have a successful event and send everyone home healthy and uninfected. Lander
County is currently only 40% vaccinated; we do not want to start a super-spreader event
that could make our friends in Battle Mountain sick.
We feel it is best to limit exposure as much as possible. As much as we love all of our
additional activities we will not be doing the following:
Show and Shine
Awards Dinner
Teams may use the Civic Center as a work space but will have to keep the dividing
screen between the meeting side and work side closed at all times, run CR boxes
continuously, wear masks and leave doors open. Access is limited to team members only.
The kitchen will not be available. Dining in the building will not be allowed.
We will still have wrap up meetings in the Civic Center after each session of racing.
Seating will be distanced and masks required.
We will set up CR boxes throughout the space to filter the air and leave doors open
for maximum ventilation. We will need a few volunteers to help assemble the boxes
before our Saturday night opening meeting.
We will use the PA system to ensure everyone can hear the announcements. We will
wipe the microphone between users.
We will have a final wrap up meeting and announce the awards without having a
banquet Saturday night.
We will not be expecting volunteers to be Chase Officials in team vehicles. Teams
will need to designate a person in their Chase car as the radio person and expect them to
communicate if there are any problems.
We encourage teams to bring testing supplies for each team member for each day of
the event. If there are any positive tests the individual will need to isolate.
There are some restaurants that have always had outdoor seating. Those are
McDonald’s, Bakkers Brew, The Hideway, and El Aguila. There are also take out options.
We understand that these changes will make the event very different from past
years. We hope in the future to not have to worry about Covid-19.
Keeping everyone safe is our first priority this year.

